Abstract-In this paper, we describe the design of a decision support system for operators of model-based predictive controllers (MPC). MPC is a form of advanced automatic control that is increasingly common in process operations due to its ability to control and optimize large sections of a process. A cognitive task analysis revealed that current operating displays, which rely on displaying tables of numeric information across several display pages, do not effectively support human operator monitoring, diagnosis, and control of MPC. This case study shows how we applied representation aiding and workspace management design principles to better support the human-automation interaction requirements of monitoring, understanding, and adjusting these complex, semi-autonomous process controllers. We show how effective user interface design can significantly reduce the complexity of operating with advanced automation, and can lead to improved understanding of how the automation works.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE many challenges of human-automation interaction have been well documented. For example, automation can sometimes make easy tasks easier, while exacerbating hard tasks [1] , [49] ; automation can be "brittle," only working well for the situations for which it is designed [15] , [50] ; and it may be difficult for operators of automation to maintain situation awareness [4] , [10] - [12] , [31] , [32] , maintain vigilance [31] , or effectively calibrate the automation's capabilities or current state [27] , [33] - [35] , [45] , [50] , [53] . Despite these issues, automation plays a clear role in improving the throughput, efficiency, and safety of many complex and dangerous operating environments. Empirical research is making steady inroads to understanding how human-automation interaction can be better supported (see e.g., [16] , [17] , [19] , [23] , [26] , [29] , [36] - [38] ).
As advanced automation use proliferates in transportation, communications, and process control, familiar human-automation interaction problems tend to arise. In general, these can be stated as problems of how best to monitor the automation, diagnose any problems, and make effective control changes (see [31] ). Moreover, it is becoming increasingly necessary to predict the future behavior of highly autonomous controllers [12] .
In this paper, we discuss the design of a user-interface for model-based predictive controllers (MPC), a class of automation technology that is being employed with increasing frequency in refining, pulp and paper, and grinding operations worldwide. We first identified human-automation interaction issues using a cognitive task analysis methodology. We then created a redesign based on the principles of 1) providing representational aids to show the constraints and interrelationships of the controller algorithms and 2) providing a coherent workspace that minimizes the amount of window manipulation and cognitive data integration required to support operators' information needs. These techniques have rarely been applied to elucidate the workings of a highly automated system (although see [42] for a notable exception).
Designing an effective user interface for these types of controllers was extremely challenging due to the complexity of the controller algorithms, the amount of information that is potentially relevant, and the complex interactions of the underlying process. It is hoped that the presentation of this case study will be useful to other researchers and practitioners interested in applying representation aiding and workspace management to effectively support human interaction with highly automated systems.
In Sections II and III, we discuss the design strategies of representational aiding and minimizing workspace management requirements. We then move on to descriptions of model-based predictive control (MPC), the refining environment in which it is often employed, and the current state of the operator interfaces. Following this domain description, we relate the findings of a cognitive task analysis of MPC use in petrochemical refining, as well as a cognitive work analysis of the automation technology itself. The largest section of our paper is devoted to a case study of the design of the MPC Elucidator, a user interface designed to support human-automation interaction with MPC. We discuss in detail how the design addresses the information requirements more effectively than the original user interface design.
II. REPRESENTATION AIDING
The goal of representation aiding, broadly speaking, is to represent relevant domain, task, and system constraints through visual properties of the display, and thus encourage people to perceive these relationships with little cognitive effort (see [2] , [3] , [5] , [7] - [9] , [13] , [18] , [20] , [21] , [24] , [25] , [37] , [39] - [41] , [44] , [46] - [48] , and [55] for some examples and discussion). The representation of domain constraints and relationships through graphical user interface components is based largely on the work of Gibson [14] ; who argues that people can be attuned to invariant relationships in the environment without having to compute those relationships. Thus, if one can map the structure of such invariant domain properties onto a visual form, it may be easier for humans to recognize abstract concepts or relationships. These and various related concepts have been studied under the headings of representation aiding [52] , ecological interface design [48] , and the semantic mapping principle [2] .
A. Representation Aiding Strategies
One strategy in representation aiding is to map higher-order relationships onto emergent features of the display that can be perceived by the viewer. Conversely, if no corresponding domain relationship exists, then one should avoid using a visual representation that has an emergent feature, as the visual representation has no corresponding meaning. Thus, extraneous use of graphics can be misleading and should be avoided.
A second representation aiding strategy is to represent the dimensional properties of a variable appropriately [55] . For example, object shape is a categorical representation. If one uses shape to represent an interval property such as magnitude, the observer must relate the meaning of a shape to the magnitude of the variable. It is more appropriate to use object size to represent such a variable, because the observer can directly perceive that a larger object is greater than a smaller object, which has direct relationship to the ordinal dimension of the variable being represented.
A third representation aiding strategy is to put data into its appropriate context. For example, in assessing the value of a parameter, one needs to know the current values versus the expected values, e.g., to know if a value is within normal constraints or exceeding constraints. Displaying a number without reference to expected ranges and setpoints takes the data out of context, and requires that people remember the setpoints and ranges of interest and make mental calculations to determine if a variable is "normal" or not. Often, displaying a value in analog form makes it easier to directly see how a variable is performing relevant to regions of interest.
Appropriately designed representational aids can significantly minimize the cognitive complexity of a task. Representations can be quite powerful, and very effective, if the information that is being represented accurately maps to the relevant information in the domain of interest. Zhang and Norman [55] have studied the representational effect, showing that people can easily solve a problem that is informationally equivalent to the normally difficult Tower of Hanoi problem if the constraints on the problem are represented externally through equivalent physical constraints, thereby making wrong moves impossible to perform.
B. Advantages
The major strength of analog representations of data as opposed to text-based display is that many relationships can be conveyed directly using visual properties of the display. In doing so, access to the embedded knowledge is granted through perception of the display, as opposed to doing mental calculations to infer the desired information. For example, in monitoring a process, people are often interested in such higher-level questions as: How is the process behaving? Are key parameters increasing, decreasing, going out of safe limits, or operating normally? Sometimes, this kind of information can be mapped directly into a graphical form, so that the user can obtain relevant information by simply glancing at the display.
Visual representations are also good at preserving the spatial, topological, and geometric properties that are important for certain kinds of reasoning tasks, such as in solving physical or geographic problems. In trying to understand the representational benefits of a diagram, Larkin and Simon [25] noted that object properties could be indexed by their location, rather than by an explicit label. Furthermore, many properties can be represented simultaneously in the same location, and these properties may all be relevant to the problem.
In a text-based display that only shows raw data values in numerical form, the viewer must remember the set points and relationships of interest, compare those values with others that may or may not be displayed, and perform mental calculations to determine the required information. Over-reliance on digital forms makes it difficult to put data into context, makes it difficult to highlight events, creates the problem of fleeting data, and increases the need for the user to navigate through virtual data space to collect and integrate related data [30] , [51] .
C. Potential Challenges and Limitations
Despite the strengths of the representation aiding approach, there are several challenges to applying this technique. One potential problem with a representation aiding approach is that, whereas the designer of the display may be able to encode properties of the domain into properties of the display, users may have difficulty decoding that display, i.e., not knowing how to properly interpret the display [52] . Each representation makes some information about a problem salient while making other information more difficult to see [20] , [26] , [28] . Thus, we run a risk of highlighting some information at the expense of hiding other information.
A second issue is that, in many complex domains, the number of potentially important relationships is very large; sometimes too large to be represented with only one visual representation. In these situations, representation aiding can be preceded by modeling efforts that parse the information space in context sensitive ways [30] . The results of such analyses can be used to highlight important relationships as they become relevant for a given task situation. In this approach, one develops a set of representations that are sensitive to the person's problem solving context, and makes more detailed data available as a person narrows down the search space.
A third limitation is that visual representations are not necessarily the best means to portray all types of information effectively. For example, procedural information may be better represented with a message-based display [38] or a hybrid display that uses both text and graphics [23] . Thus, the designer must be aware of when the use of representational aiding is appropriate given the information presentation requirements.
Finally, the design and implementation of effective representations takes considerable skill and insight. It is often difficult even for experienced designers to develop effective representations and many of them require specialized, nonstandard programming techniques to implement. Thus, representational aids are often difficult to include in a design because they are too difficult and expensive to develop.
D. Conclusion
The preceding discussion demonstrates that there are many potential advantages and limitations to the use of representational aiding. It is important to point out that, in many cases, good design practice can lead to an exploitation of those advantages and avoidance of the limitations. Presenting successful design evolutions of representational aids is a valuable step in helping others to develop these design skills. This is particularly true in the case of representational aids for complex automation, because very few examples exist in the literature (cf. [39] ).
III. WORKSPACE MANAGEMENT
Workspace management refers to the window manipulation, command input, and navigation activities required when working with computer-based systems [54] . Workspace management activities take away from the primary task (e.g., process monitoring and control), as users must ask themselves, "What information do I need, where is it located, and how do I call it up?" Due to the large amount of potential information that can be displayed on the screen and the generally fixed screen area, users must manage their workspace carefully. This involves making decisions as to what information to call to the forefront, at the expense of potentially missing important information on screens that are not being displayed [17] , [30] . Woods and colleagues have likened this to looking through a "keyhole," as only a small portion of the big picture can be viewed at a time [51] .
There is a tradeoff between having more information available on one screen and preserving spatial separation between data elements. In the former case, the designer risks cluttering the display, while in the latter case, the designer risks forcing the user into excessive navigation as well as imposing a memory load. If the task does not require parallel access to the data, then having it spread across screens is not as problematic as when the task requires that the data be integrated by the user. Therefore, one design strategy is to determine what corresponding information needs to be viewed in parallel and group that information on the same screen. In general, the goal is to minimize workspace management as much as possible. A recent study by Burns showed that subjects were able to perform diagnoses better with an integrated display that overlapped all the required information in the same spatial area, than with a display that spread the same information onto separate windows [5] . The extreme density of information in Burns' integrated display challenges commonly held notions about what is considered "cluttered." Given that effectively combining related information into a coherent "picture" is one of the goals of representation aiding discussed above, these two design strategies should be complementary.
IV. REFINERY OPERATIONS AND MODEL-BASED PREDICTIVE CONTROLLERS
In Sections II and III, we discussed two design techniques for building interfaces for complex systems. In this section, we shift our attention to a description of one particular class of such systems and an increasingly common form of advanced control employed there.
A. Refinery Operations
Refineries and other process plants typically encompass a large physical area, with scores of multi-storey towers, hundreds of pumps and vessels, and thousands of sensors, controllers, instruments and valves. Such plants are typically subdivided into functional units. Operations teams comprised of field operators and board operators are tasked with controlling one or more units of the plant. Field operators are responsible for physical interaction with the unit (e.g., making rounds, taking readings and samples, and adjusting manual valves). Board operators use schematics, trend graphs, and alarm pages to monitor and control the process from a control room via a distributed control system. A board operator can change the setpoint of variables under regulatory control (e.g., flows, levels, pressures, or temperatures) within his/her unit. The operator can trend each variable, evaluate its associated alarms, and potentially see where that variable is in a schematic display.
B. Model-Based Predictive Control
Model-based predictive controllers (MPC) are multi-input, multi-output automatic controllers that take over much of the monitoring and control responsibility for a section of the process [22] . They are designed to optimize the process (e.g., maximize production variables or minimize utility costs) subject to various process parameter constraints. Well-designed MPCs can keep the process running smoothly and push production as well as, or better than, most operators. Because of its high profit potential, this advanced automation technology is being introduced into petrochemical, pulp and paper, and grinding operations throughout the world.
MPC uses an empirical process model to predict how changes in one process variable will affect others. There are three types of variables contained in the model, namely controlled variables (CVs), manipulated variables (MVs) and disturbance variables (DVs an impact on the process and can be measured, but not controlled (e.g., ambient air temperature). Knowledge of these independent variables can help MPC act to offset CV excursions before they take place. Once installed, MPC is monitored and adjusted by board operators. The operator's primary responsibility is to set high and low limits for each variable within a range specified by the process engineer. MPC then decides what the target value for each MV and CV should be based on its empirical model of the process, the constraints as defined by the engineers and adjusted by the operator, and optimization objectives. Thus, MPC is relying primarily on range control, delivering setpoints to the lower level regulatory controllers. Relieved of this lower level control task, the operator is theoretically available to control larger sections of the process. However, in addition to the traditional process schematics, trend, and alarm pages, the board operator must also monitor the MPC, using an additional set of display pages that are installed when the MPC is introduce to the unit.
V. COGNITIVE TASK ANALYSIS

A. Method
We conducted a cognitive task analysis [43] to understand how and when operators currently interact with, and ideally should interact with, MPCs. We performed a second analysis on MPC itself to understand how this control technology is engineered. This second analysis followed the premises of cognitive work analysis [47] , although the modeling frameworks normally associated with that approach were not employed. Both of these analyses were based on data gathered via on-site interviews with seven control engineers and observations and targeted interviews with ten operators, for a total of 45 hours of on-site data collection. Multiple operators at several different units were interviewed to get a cross-section of user experience with MPC, and to understand how different MPC characteristics (robustness, size, etc.) affected their use. A similar agenda was followed at each site (see Table I ).
In addition to the on-site activity, our team extensively reviewed the MPC documentation and spent approximately ten hours working with designers of the automation to gain insight into the engineering foundations of MPC. Throughout the design process, these domain experts critiqued the new interface in terms of its faithfulness to the automation technology.
B. From Cognitive Task Analysis to Information Requirements
We did not explicitly use a formal modeling technique (such as GOMS, abstraction hierarchy, or the operator function model, [6] , [28] , [30] , [48] ) in performing our cognitive task analysis/cognitive work analysis (CTA/CWA). Rather, we developed a comprehensive set of information requirements based on the activities described above. We conducted several iterative reviews of the information requirements with control engineers and operators to ensure completeness.
Next, we analyzed the information available in the current displays to support these activities. We found several deficiencies in information availability or information aggregation (i.e., either the information was not available at all or it was cumbersome to gather and integrate as required for task demands). Finally, we used these information requirements to develop design requirements for the novel interface. The design itself served as our only formal "model" of the operator-relevant domain information properties. Section VI describes this design process in more detail.
C. Issues With the Use of MPC
The cognitive task analysis revealed that it is very difficult for operators to interact effectively with MPC. Specifically, operators have difficulty monitoring, diagnosing, and controlling these advanced controllers. This is due to a combination of the complexity of the controller algorithms, the complex coupling of the large number of variables contained in the controller, and the dynamic nature of the controller's interaction with the process. However, the current user interface is also not well designed to assist operators in these primary tasks. Table II shows the relationship between generic human-automation interaction needs, several MPC-specific examples of those information needs, and the means by which the operator could get that information (if at all) with the current displays. The purpose of this table is to show how our cognitive task and work analyses led to information requirements, which in turn led to the identification of deficiencies in the current user interface. We can see how poorly the current displays meet information requirements by analyzing the number of steps and mental calculations necessary in order to gather the information necessary to make informed decisions.
1) Monitoring: During normal operations, an operator needs to periodically monitor the controller to determine if it is running effectively. Operators refer to this as establishing the 'health' of the controller. This is difficult to ascertain with the present displays for two reasons. First, information about the controller is spread across multiple display pages. One Summary page (or set of pages in the case of a large controller) lists the current value, predicted value, and high and low limits for each of the MVs. A second Summary page lists similar information for each of the CVs, and a third shows the current value for DVs. Fig. 1 shows a sample of one of the CV Summary pages. The effect of this organization is that relevant information is highly distributed throughout the displays, resulting in a "keyhole effect" [51] .
The second reason that it is difficult to assess the health of the controller is that the data are presented in discrete elements. In order to assimilate higher level information about the controller, users must navigate through the displays to see what variables are currently at a limit, if a particular variable is predicted to be outside its limits, and to note which variables are set to be optimized. Because the current and predicted values of a parameter are displayed in numeric format next to the high and low limits for that variable, operators must do mental calculations to determine if a variable is closer to one limit or another, and to infer how wide the allowable range is.
Noting which variables are being optimized is a particularly intensive task. Operators must select each variable in turn to call up its detail page to see if a nonzero linear or quadratic optimization coefficient is set for that variable (see Fig. 2 ). To do this, the operator would have to navigate to each CV and MV Summary Page and then click to see the detail page for each CV and MV. Once on these detail pages, the operator needs to check if the LINEAR OBJ COEF is nonzero. If so, then the operator needs to know that a negative value means that the variable is being maximized, and a positive value means that the variable is being minimized. Further, if the QUAD OBJ COEF is set to nonzero, the operator needs to know that the number displayed is the targeted value. These are a large number of steps, each requiring mental processing by the operator. For a controller with 36 variables, at least 40 screens would have to be viewed, with a minimum of 75 workspace navigation activities.
To get a sense of how the controller has been behaving over time, the user's only option is to call up a trend of one or more variables contained in the controller. There are no summary statistics or graphs that the operator can consult. Consequently, operators often rely on alarms or anomalous changes in the more traditional regulatory displays to alert them to potential problems with the controller.
2) Diagnosis: The difficulty of gathering and assimilating information also has an impact on diagnostic activities. In the course of their monitoring activities, operators will sometimes notice that the controller is behaving in an unusual manner. This is often due to the controller becoming constrained. A constrained controller is one that has exhausted its available degrees of freedom. 1 If MPC becomes constrained, it may take what seem like drastic measures, such as cutting overall production, in order to keep all of the variables in the controller 1 Available degrees of freedom are calculated as follows: Sum the MVs that are not at constraints. Subtract the sum of the CVs that are either at constraints or constrained to setpoint. If the resulting value is greater than zero, then the controller can maintain control. If the value falls below zero then the controller will shut down. Prior to shutting down, however, the controller will act to retain degrees of freedom. The resulting behavior can be very confusing to an operator. within constraints. If the operator can diagnose which variable is presenting the problem, it is often a simple solution to change the limit range on that variable, take that variable temporarily out of control, or make changes to other parts of the process to relieve that constraint.
Engineers often diagnose the root cause of constraint problems off-line by examining the model algorithm. They do this by using the gain/delay matrix that defines how the model parameters interact. Some board operators will mimic this diagnostic process at their workstation, by using the gain/delay matrix screen on their displays (see Fig. 3 ). However, conducting this kind of analysis with the current user interface requires navigating through several pages to gather information, hold it in memory, and then make inferences from the collected information. This is because the gain/delay page does not show the current status of each of the variables, so an operator must continuously move back and forth between the gain/delay page that shows the model information and the relevant MV and CV pages that show the current status of those variables. Remembering the relevant information while navigating across displays adds to the difficulty of this reasoning task.
3) Control: The primary operator interaction with MPCs is changing the high and low limit for any variable in the controller. This is accomplished by entering text values in the HILIM and LOLIM fields of the detail displays. The user interface offers little assistance in letting the operator know what is an acceptable limit change. The display does not show a history of previous limit changes, nor why those were made. Further, the trend graphs of a particular variable are not shown in relationship to the limits that were in effect, so it is not possible to see if a variable has been operating within, beyond, or close to limits. This type of information must be assembled from data on various display pages.
Operators are also given little information to assess how the health of the controller will be affected by changes to limits. Sometimes the limit change will have little immediate effect but will cause the controller to become unduly constrained in the future when process conditions change. Over a period of several weeks, operators tend to "clamp" the limits (make the allowable operating region tighter) due to local operating conditions. Eventually, these latent problems will limit the controller's ability to control effectively in all situations.
D. Conclusion
Our cognitive task analysis provides insight into the challenges experienced by operators interacting with MPCs. In general, these challenges are typical of other forms of human-automation interaction. Operators interacting with automated systems must know the objectives of the automation, whether the objectives are being met, how to diagnose what might be limiting the performance of the automation, and how to assist the automation. When interacting with the automation, it is necessary to know what acceptable, feasible options are available, taking into account safety constraints and operating objectives, so as to keep the overall system running in a safe and effective manner. As we have shown, the current MPC operating displays provide limited support for these generic human-automation interaction requirements. We therefore sought to design a set of interface displays that would help operators more effectively monitor, diagnose, and control MPC. Our goal was to use the representation aiding approach to make the task more perceptual for all phases of cognitive activity and to support seamless transition from one phase to another through improved workspace management. The result is the MPC Elucidator.
VI. MPC ELUCIDATOR
The MPC Elucidator user interface is shown in Fig. 4 . 2 The user interface was motivated by the following design principles [18] .
Design Principle 1: Use representation aiding design principles to map domain properties into corresponding graphical elements. The user interface is split into three Viewports 3 (see Fig. 4 ). The left third of the screen (Viewport 1) is dedicated to overview information. This area is intended to alert the operators to anomalies that may need further examination. It is also intended to support infrequent viewing of the controller displays (as task demands only allow operators to check MPC periodically) by providing relevant overview and recent history information that would indicate a potential problem that requires additional investigation. The second viewport (Viewport 2) contains a tabbed dialogue view, which takes up the top two thirds of the remaining area of the screen. This view is designed to support more detailed monitoring activities of the controller, and to assist operators in understanding the interactions between variables in the controller to support diagnosing why the controller might be constrained. The third viewport (Viewport 3) shows more specific information about a particular variable, useful when changing a variable's limits. Thus, the three viewports of the screen generally support the three major cognitive activities of operators: monitoring, diagnosis, and control.
A. Overview
The Overview pane (Viewport 1) is designed to present information that the user will want to have access to at all times (to support monitoring). It is composed of five process views presented in parallel. The PV Overview (1b in Fig. 4 ) and the two trend plots (1d and 1e in Fig. 4 ) are described in more detail below.
B. The Process Variable (PV) Overview Display
The PV Overview (see Fig. 5 for a detail) is a novel display that has been adapted from the work on mass-data-displays (MDDs) [3] . MDDs rely on the human's ability to detect abnormalities in visual patterns to alert operators to changes in a process. In the PV Overview, a signature trend plot represents each variable in the controller. This signature trend plot relies on an algorithmic technique that maps the recent behavior of the variable into one of the seven standard first and second order trend patterns: steady state, ramping up, ramping down, increasing at an increasing rate, increasing at a decreasing rate, decreasing at an increasing rate, or decreasing at a decreasing rate. When all of the variables are at steady state, the signature trend plots form a consistent pattern of horizontal lines. As changes occur, anomalous data breaks that pattern.
In addition, if the variable is within 1% of a limit, the signature trend plot turns yellow, and if the variable is outside its limits, the signature trend plot turns red. These colors are consistent with the existing alarm color-coding scheme and are repeated several times in the Elucidator. Further, the background highlighting of the icon indicates the results of abnormality assessment algorithms. These algorithms are designed to identify variables that exhibit short-term behaviors that are incon- sistent with their long-term behaviors. For example, a variable that normally hovers near its low limit and has recently started trending toward its high limit might be flagged as abnormal. The variable need not be in violation of a control limit or in an alarm state. Rather, the algorithms are designed to raise operator awareness of dynamic behaviors that may lead to future problems (i.e., prognostic information). In summary, if all is normal, each variable in the PV overview display will have a steady state plot (i.e., a horizontal line), with no background shading or line coding. As abnormalities or changes take place, the icons represent those changes, alerting the operator to explore the situation in more detail.
The individual icons populate a static background graphic that depicts the major pieces of plant equipment (following [3] ). The purpose of this arrangement is to help the operator localize a variable to a region of the unit under control. Within the background forms, the icons are arranged with MVs at the top, CVs below them, and DVs (if any) at the bottom.
The PV Overview display also serves as a stepping stone for further investigation or control. We do this in two ways: 1) by allowing the operator to "mouse over" a variable of interest, and obtain a status indicator below to identify the variable and any abnormality, if applicable, and 2) by allowing the operator to click on a variable to navigate to more detailed information about that variable in the corresponding process views on the right hand side of the screen. When a variable is selected in the PV Overview display, it will also be selected in the Matrix Display in Viewport, and the details about that variable will be displayed in the Change View in Viewpoort. This allows an operator to quickly navigate to details about a variable in corresponding views on the screen.
C. Objective Function Value and Energy Plots
Two plots are shown at the bottom of the Overview viewport. The first, the Objective Function Value Plot (1d in Fig. 4 ), provides insight into how well the controller is optimizing the process. Using this plot, the operator can determine if the optimization performance is slipping, initiating a targeted search for an explanation. To assist rapid monitoring, colored bands appear behind the plot to convey qualitative characterizations of the objective value performance. These bands are shades of gray when the optimizer is performing well and the value of the function is low. As the value rises, and enters one of the gray regions, the band changes color (yellow and then red) to alert users that the optimizer performance is slipping. This technique of context sensitive display augmentation is employed again in the trending function in Viewport 3.
The Energy Plot (1e in Fig. 4 ) provides the operator with an indication of how hard the controller is working to adjust the manipulated variables. The controller calculates a single energy value at each control interval. Through the presentation of the time history of this value, the user can detect when the controller is making larger than normal adjustments to the process. This indication has two uses, depending on the context. If the operator is expecting the controller to make a large move, a spike on this plot would confirm that the controller is doing that. In contrast, if the controller makes a sudden large move that is not anticipated by the operator, the spike on the plot helps call his or her attention to it.
The inclusion of these two plots reveals the value of analyzing both the operator tasks (CTA) and the functionality of the automation (CWA). Both the objective function and energy information have always been components of the controller algorithm, but neither has been displayed to the operator previously. By performing both types of analysis, we were able to identify readily available information that would support an operator task that was not displayed directly with the previous interface.
D. Matrix View
The Matrix View is the primary process view that appears in Viewport 2. (Three other process views may appear in this Viewport, none of which are described here). The Matrix View is comprised of two graphical forms, the Gains Matrix and the Bubble Gauge Display (see Fig. 6 for detail). Each is described in turn.
1) Gains Matrix:
The Gains Matrix is a table showing the predicted interaction between the variables in the controller. These values indicate how a one-unit increase in a manipulated or disturbance variable will affect each of the controlled variables. For example, for the controller shown in Fig. 6 , a one-unit increase in regenerator air flow (Regen Air) will increase the regenerator pressure (Regen Press) by 0.37 units. This information can be used for diagnosis or predicting controller behavior. We have added a number of features to put the static model information into the context of the current status of the controller variables. This design approach minimizes the need to navigate to other displays to find this information.
Variables selected in the Gains Matrix (or in other views) are highlighted with a rectangle drawn around the entire column or row. This correspondence helps the user to locate references to common variables between views. Under normal conditions, the values in the matrix are displayed in black text on a white background. However, grayed out text in a column or row indicates that a variable has been dropped from control. A row or column whose background has been highlighted in white indicates a variable in a state that is costing the controller a degree of freedom (e.g., a CV constrained to setpoint or violating a limit). 2) Bubble Gauge: A Bubble Gauge 4 is shown for each variable (row and column) in the Matrix display. The gauge shows the current value of the variables in the context of both its control limits and its optimization objectives. The Bubble Gauge consists of an axis, a small hollow circle to represent the current value of the variable, black lines for both engineering and operator limits, and gray crosses and arrows to represent optimization information.
The span of the axis for each variable is normalized to the engineering limits (those limits that represent the widest allowed range for that variable as defined by the control engineer). These limits do not formally exist in the current MPC database, but the cognitive task analysis showed these limits would provide the operators with a context for knowing how the current limit values compare to the range deemed safe by a process engineer. Since each bubble gauge is normalized to this range, it is easy to scan across the bubble gauges in the matrix display to see which variables have had their limits "clamped" (tightened) by an operator. Fig. 7 shows a representative set of potential states that a bubble gauge can assume. Examples a, b, and c show different normal states. The alarm color codes discussed in the signature trend plots of the PV Overview display are mapped onto the cur- 4 The bubble gauge design was inspired by the redesigned box plot of Tufte [46, p. 62]. rent value circle (examples d and e). If the operator constrains a variable to setpoint, then the variable limits are shown with wing tips (example f). A wound up control valve takes on the appearance of example g. In the existing display scheme, the operator would have to identify each of these states by comparing several digital values.
The bubble gauge shows optimization information as well. If a variable is set to be maximized or minimized (i.e., linear optimization), a gray arrow is depicted in the direction of optimization (examples h and i). Quadratic optimization is depicted by a gray cross at the target value (example j). The current MPC displays show this optimization information indirectly on a variable's detail page that operators rarely consult. On this detail page, the operator must know that a negative linear coefficient means "maximization," and a positive linear coefficient means "minimization." The bubble gauge alleviates the need to mentally encode this counter-intuitive relation.
The bubble gauge is a good example of the benefits of using a representation aiding approach. In isolation, each bubble gauge shows the variable's current value with respect to its context. Scanning across the bubble gauges in the matrix display, one can quickly see which variables are at either a high or low limit, which have been constrained to setpoint, which have an optimization parameter associated with them, which have been "clamped" by an operator, and which are out of range. This is in contrast to the current operating displays, which show the same elemental data in several pages of numeric text. With the bubble gauge, we have sacrificed the precision of numeric values for the advantage of showing several variables simultaneously. Given that our task analysis showed that numeric comparisons across variables were rarely necessary, we developed an analog representation that aids operators in making higher-level assessments about controller health. If exact values are needed, (such as when changing the variable's limits), then the operator can click on the variable of interest in the matrix display, and all the details about that variable are displayed in the Change View (described as follows).
Taken together with the display of the gain/delay matrix, the operator can more readily see which variables are constraining the controller, and what other variables may be influencing a particular variable's performance. We observed operators trying to do this kind of analysis with the current displays, but it is a cumbersome and difficult task. With the Elucidator, an operator can see the relevant information together on one screen, significantly easing the task difficulty.
E. Change View
The final viewport in the Elucidator interface (Viewport 3 in Fig. 4) is populated with information specific to a single process variable. This Change View (see Fig. 8 for a detail) allows the user to view and manipulate the current limits in the context of the engineering limits, delta limits, and the current value of the variable. A trio of buttons allows the user to 1) view predictions of the impact a limit change will have using a "What If" prediction algorithm, 2) instruct the controller to carry out those changes, or 3) restore the limits to the values used in the previous control interval. The Trend History/Prediction Plot provides trending of the variable in relation to operator set limits. This is a noteworthy improvement upon current displays that do not show these limits. A corresponding history log shows details about previous limit changes to give the current operator a historical context for changing the limits.
1) PV Gauge:
The PV Gauge in the Change View displays the current, future, and steady state values in relationship to all the relevant limits on the variable. We incorporate a direct manipulation feature to allow the user to change the LOLIM and HILIM settings (see Fig. 9 for detail) by clicking and dragging on the flags that extend from the gauge. Alternatively, the operator can choose to set the limits by typing into the fields next to the gauge.
The limits, current value, and future values are shown on a single scale to create a uniform frame of reference. The dark gray bar represents the magnitude of the engineering limit range. A lighter gray bar is drawn inside that bar to show the range defined by the operator set limits. Thus, the dark gray bar represents room that the operator has to adjust the interior limits. Hashmarks inside the light grey region represent controller off-sets (called "delta-limits") that MPC engineers define. The controller will try to maintain the variable within the light grey range, avoiding the hashmark region as a safety cushion. A thin arrow pointing to the scale from the right denotes the current value of the variable. The predicted future state value (at the end of the control horizon) and predicted steady state value (at the end of the prediction horizon) are also shown on the scale as two concentric triangles pointing to the scale from the left. These values show where the variable is predicted to go in the nearer and longer term, respectively. Color coding of these indicators is consistent with the signature trend plot and bubble gauge. In the example shown in Fig. 10(a) , the current value is shown in yellow, but the predicted and steady state values are shown in black, indicating that the controller will be bringing that variable back into a safer region. In Fig. 10(b) , one can see that the variable is predicted to go down, but stay within the allowable region. In Fig. 10(c) , the current value is right on target, but the variable is predicted to go above its high limit.
2) Trend History/Prediction Plot: Trending packages are commonly employed in the process industries for monitoring, diagnosis, and evaluating the effectiveness of control actions. The Trend History/Prediction Plot in the Elucidator Change View (see Fig. 11 for detail) displays the historical values of a variable, the historical trend of the limits, and a prediction of the anticipated behavior. The vertical scale of the Trend History/Prediction Plot matches the scale specified by the PV Gauge control for this variable. This equivalence makes it easier to compare the trend to the PV Gauge control.
Two bars on the top and bottom edge of the plot depict the history of the constraint relationships. The bars reflect the difference between the operator set limits and the respective engineering limits. The current difference is projected across the prediction plot as well. Note that as the distance between the engineering limits and operator set limits increases, this bar becomes thicker. It is easy to see when a user has changed a limit because of the abrupt change in the width of the limit bar. Further, by displaying the limits in conjunction with the actual value, it is easy to see when a variable is, has been, or is predicted to be at or beyond its limit.
3) Change Log: The PV Gauge and trend controls are complemented by a change log just below the trend that automat- ically documents critical information about limit changes and encourages users to give explanations for them. When the user enters a limit change, Elucidator creates a log entry with fields specifying the variable, parameter, old and new values, a date and time stamp, and the user. A cursor is then placed in the reason column. The intention of this feature is to document not only a limit change, but also the reason for it so that operators on later shifts can make decisions about whether that limit should be changed again. Clicking on one of these entries scrolls to the corresponding time on the trend graph above.
VII. HAVE WE BEEN SUCCESSFUL?
Table III presents a summary of how the Elucidator provides the information required for effective human-automation interaction with MPC. Comparing Table III with Table II , one can see the significant reduction in the number of steps and data interpretations. Information that previously required scores of coordinated mental and navigation activities can now be accessed directly at the main level of the display. For example, in our previous example, determining whether each of the optimized variables are meeting their objectives would require a minimum of 75 workspace navigation activities (moving from screen to screen). This can now be performed by glancing across the bubble gauges in the matrix display to see if any of the circles are not "on top" of any targeted value (represented by a gray X or arrow).
Unfortunately, despite our arguments for rigorous user testing, the product development group was convinced that our design is "obviously better" than the existing display suite and, as such, will be implementing Elucidator in a new product release. (This is an undoubtedly a common "Catch 22" for user interface designers. On the one hand, the designers promote the design in the hope that it will be accepted by management and development, while on the other hand, they need to argue that the designs should be tested and validated by users prior to release). We took what we knew from the literature, and from our cognitive task and work analysis of MPC, and employed our best engineering knowledge to design a system that should be successful according to the research on which it was based.
The Elucidator has undergone several iterations of comments and review by the developers of the MPC technology, and has been greatly enhanced by their inputs. These engineers' in-depth knowledge of the controller algorithms enabled them to quickly identify missing portions of our design and offer suggestions for adding information to the displays. For example, our original bubble gauge design depicted minimum and maximum optimization parameters, but neglected to include quadratic optimization. A design review by the MPC developers revealed this shortcoming and prompted us to add the X marker on the bubble gauge. This type of iterative revision happened several times throughout the design and review process. The unexpected lesson in this experience is that the emerging design itself served as a good communication device between the design team and the developers of the controller algorithms. The cognitive work analysis and cognitive task analyses were actually enriched through the design of the display. Thus, the representations served as a model of our understanding of the important domain properties and relationships. When both groups agreed to a final design it was because both had come to an agreement on a) the functionality of the automation and b) the role of the operator.
The direction of knowledge sharing between the designers and the development team was not one-way. Whereas the development team was initially resistant to some of our design suggestions, we were able to demonstrate their utility and win acceptance. For example, engineering limits were previously considered almost incidental because they did not contribute to the MPC control algorithms. However, our demonstration and explanation of how they enhanced the context in which operators must make control decisions convinced the development team of their utility. This example serves to emphasize that human factors engineers have a contribution to make to the engineering design process.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This case study describes the development of a representation aiding system intended to help operators monitor, diagnose, and control a complex automated controller. The design was guided by cognitive task and work analyses, which helped define the information requirements of the user interface. This case study is the first of its kind that we know of that illustrates the process of developing a representation aiding decision support system for understanding and interacting with complex algorithmic automation. In addition, particular attention was paid to the design of the overall workspace, so as to support correspondence of information across displays. By reducing the need to navigate from one screen to another, operators can more smoothly transition from monitoring to diagnosis to control. Although our particular design is specific to the features of this type of model-based predictive controller, we believe that several of the individual representational aids have applicability to many process monitoring applications. Further, many of these design features may be applicable to other domains that use optimization algorithms.
Because the user interface was designed based on the cognitive task and work analyses conducted, it essentially served as our model of what was operationally relevant for the users of this automation. No other formal modeling representation was used, beyond developing a detailed list of information requirements based on our understanding of the automation's behavior and the cognitive activities and context of use by operators of the automation. The representation aiding approach was thus useful not only for designing the human-automation user interface, but also for conveying our understanding of the automation's features and properties. As these representations were developed, they became more detailed and more correct, because the domain experts could see what was missing from our designs, explain the gap, and often suggest design revisions to make them more accurate.
